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Abstract of tne Problem

This problem was designed to test
Back's (32, 33) old contention, that the retina responds to
marked changes in the second
differential of luminous intensity as well as
to changes in the
first differential of luminous intensity.
His thesis was thrt
contours will be seen at these marked changes
in the second dif-

ferential of luminous intensity.
the following hypotheses:

function of
then
a

a

(1)

We were concerned with testing

if the formation of contour is

a

change in the rrte of change of luminous intensity,

boundary should occur through the points of inflection on

e

symetricel figure bounded by the reanisite curves;

(2)

Reversal

of figure and ground should hrve no effect on this boundary;
rnd
(3)

A boundary will not be generated along curves thrt do not

possess

a

point of inflection.

A sories of three experiments were run.

The figures used

in

the first experiment ware four pointed stars bounded by sigmoid,

convex, concfve rnd linear curves.
sub.iects on

a

These were presented to the

color mixer under varying speeds of rotation.

results were thrt

a

The

contour was not established through the points

of inflection.
A second experiment was

which generated

a

contour at

tion of the figure.

Also,

run using
a

a

figure reported by

ivry (13)

point not obvious from the inspec-

some other figures with various inden-

tation along the curves were used.
and

f

The Fry effect wss reproduced

contour occurred through the slight indentation only when

the figure wrs white,

it did not occur when the figure was blrck.

vi

However, in the

c.«

se of the marked indentations

angles aleng the curve)

a

contour was formed

at

(

8

series of

erch angle

90°

a,nd

the reversal of figure and around had no
apparent effect.

The third experiment was run using figures
that possessed
two

Domts

of inflection along the curves

instead of one.

The

result was that no contour was formed at either
series of points
of inflect ion.
We

cm

conclude that

change in the rate of change of lum-

a

inous intensity will generate

cumstrnces:

when the change

a

is

contour only under limited cir-

markedly ebrubt and when certain

figure- /-.round conditions are met.

Mrch assumed this was demon-

strable over the whole retina but this was not the case here.
The event may occur over the fovee elone and these experiments

should be followed up with vision limited
veal region before one

respond in
cept of

a

intensity.

a

cm

to

the homogeneous fo-

or cannot say that the retinal cells

differential way according to the mathematical con-

change in the rate of change of

a

gradient of luminous

1.

Introduction and Review of the Literature

3

The Phys iologicel Basis of Visual Acuity
This has been determined chiefly by investigating
the size
of the minimum visual angle,

end the effect of various stimulat-

ing conditions upon this minimum visual angle.

One of the most

Important of these vrrisbles is the intensity of illumination.

However, the order of magnitude of the me a sura depends to

s

large

extent upon the characteristics of the visual target used.

The

main purpose of those who have made these measures has been

to

determine the nature of the physiological processes underlying

visual acuity.

The old idea that the beaia of resolution was the

separation of two stimulated cones by one unstimulated cone has

been shown to be inapplicable, and measures
the width of

a

a

good de?

single cone have been presented.

1

finer then

Senders (38) hps

reviewed the literature on the physiological basis or visual ac-

uity and concludes that visual ecu ity

v? ries

in

a

systematic way

with an increrse in the intensity of the stimulus illumination,
and that this must be accounted for by any complete theory of

visual acuity.

Senders says that two points of vj.ew cmrfcter-

ize visual acuity theory today.

The first is

a

theory uf visual

acuity based on peripheral processes of which Hecht has been the

principle recent proponent.
a

static one:

stationary)

This type of oheory is essentially

the retinal image is conceived of as

distribution of intensities.

a

(

usually

Some receptors are stim-

ulated and others are not, because the brightness gradient
boundaries

is

at

sufficient to cause differential stimulation in some

cases end not in others.

This concept of visual acuity as

of brightness discrimination accomplished chiefly at

a

e

form

retinal

4.

level underlies most thinking on the subject
taday.
ond type rre theories which consider events

Of the sec-

in the retina, optic

tract, and brain.

The only authors who elabor;

today rre Marshall and Talbot (27).
into recount all possible static

They have

and dynamic,

.e
a „

such

•

theory

temp ted to trke

retinal,

and neurrl

processes which might influence the mechanism of
visual acuity.
Senders says that this theory

new and is by the authors own

is

•amission inconclusive and is not entirely documented by experi-

mental evidence, but that

represents

it

new type of thinking

a

about an old problem and should beer fruit in future
research.

(That it has will be pointed out below, p. 27.)
The experimental evidence in supporu of the rir^t Lype of

theory is as follows. (24)

At the lowest light intensities

(0.0000603 milli Lamberts) the eye can see

a

ness subtends

while at the highest

s

visual angle of about 10

intensity the eye can resolve

a.

very near 0.5" of visual arc.

1

,

line whose thick-

line subtendinp 0.008' which is

This is

a

range of about 1-1200,

and is 10-25 times the ordinary rtuge found with test objects

like

a

broken circle,

a

range of 1-60 or 20 -30
r

huok, or even
!

to

0.51

1

a

grating.

of visusl arc.

These have

a

These results

are not confined to the human eye for Ehrenhardt vl937) measured
a

lizard for the relation between illumination and visual acuity

and found

a

range of 1-25, the lowest intensity at 30'

highest at 1.3

bee also.
a

1

of visual arc.

Hecht and Mintz (24)

and tne

He found similar results f~r the

attempted to compute the size of

band of cones that 0.5" of visual angle will stimulate and

cause the blur gradient (Zoethout (42)

says thft the focus of a

5.

luminous point is never

a

point-

We

on the retina.

The re-

fractive mechanism of the eye makes this
impossible, resulting
in circles of diffusion, or blur circles,
which
ere

ent;

these occur even with the shrrpest focus
inr.

always pres-

Bertley (1),

B»yi the transition from illumin tion in the
image to darkness
;

outside of it is not ;brupt, but gradual.) which
tends to increase
irradiation as it increases. They computed this to be
8x4 which
they claim is about 5 cones wide.

From this they postulate the

difference in resolution threshold between the central row of
cones end its neighbors would be ebout b% end point out that
this
is

e

course intensity difference to be

ual acuity.

They believe that

e

e

limiting fector in vis-

fine line is perceived rt the

smell rngles they found because its blurred shedow reduces the
light on one extended row of cones to

s

level which is just func-

tionally less then the light on the row of cones to either side
They think that the line fppeers sharp beceuse it pro-

of it.

duces

e

recognizable shi dow on one row of cones only.

They con-

a

elude that/sharp line is seen simply beceuse the illumination of

only the center row of cones
rest.

However, Bartley (1)

is

sufficiently different from the

says that; "This explenetion does not

seem to cover the situation with low illumine'

mal resolvable angle is 10'

of ere,

a

t

ions when the mini-

spetiel value 1200 times

es

great as the one we have just dealt with, end again we may have
to resort to some neural process to

In 1911, Cobb (9)

account for contour".

studied the effect of illumination by

side light on visual acuity.

a

He used two systems of parallel

lines on l/8" milk glass disks rotated in opposite directions in an

6.

Ives

f»m,

(This is

a

collar with vernier

ed.lus tments

which

rl-

low the two milk glass disks to be varied by
minute amounts. Thus
any amount of angular displacement cm be read ft
a glance.;
The
side light was mounted on

pieced in front.

e

Wundt perimeter with the test ob.iect

His general findings were that visual acuity

was diminished due to the ride light for which ho postulated
three

possible causes:

(

l)

The image of the side light source itself

on the re tins which may reduce the general retinal sensibility
by

induction,

(2)

That portion of the scattered light from the seme

source which superimposes Itself upon the Image of the test-ob.iect

and so reduces the contrast in the latter, 13) The scattered light

felling upon the remainder of the retina, end especielly thet

contiguous and near to the imsge of the tes t-ob.i ect, influences
the stete of the portion of the retina upon which thet image

fells by induction.

Prolonged stay in feeble light caused no noteworthy change
in visual acuity,

but the brighter the light from

bright source

a

entering the eye, the more the visibility of an abject is reduced,
the bri "'liter the source; the

lower the brightness of the object of

vision, the smeller the visual angle subtended by the two sources
(

test-ob.iect end side light).

Under conditions initiating the
o

worst practical conditions for reeding (the light 10 from the

visual axis, equal illunimtion of the eye end the test-ebject,
in this case printed characters on white paper)

Visual acuity

is

the reduction in

negligible at any intensity of illuminations.

The retinal Image of the light source in itself is

s

negligible
o

factor in the depression of vision, at least at angles of 15 end

7

ever, since conditions being equel,

it is

indifferent whether the

Image fells on the blind or sensitive portions of the retina.
The depression of vision is due to light which, by reason
of reflection or diffusion, partly from imperfect transmission of

the eye media,

is

scattered over the retina upon and near the

age or the object of vision.

Uobb concludes that; "Visual rcuity

behfves in general, hut not wholly, the same with
tion of the eye from

im-

source and (b)

a

I

a)

illumina-

haze of light thrown over

the rod free central retina (subtending 2 in the visual field)

with proportional variations in the light flux in the two cases",
(p. 99)

Fisher (12), investigating monocular fovea! acuity reached
similar conclusions.

Me tested monocular acuity in the

2

foveal

area as measured by an Ives grating at retinal illuminations of

0.195, 10.07 and 318 photons.

before the tested eye and

placed before the unused

a

eye.

A 2 mm artificial pupil was used

field or lew contrast brightness was

Annular surrounds, whose inner mar-

gins formed the boundary of the test object, were used.

There

were five sizes of surrounds with radial wiuths of 2.5,

5, 7.5,

12.5 and 20 degrees of visual angle.

These were illuminated sep-

arately from the teat object and were used at relative illuminations of 0.0566, 0.193, 10.07, 318 and 8560 photons
of limits was applied only from below.

.

The method

The subjects were dark

adapted and one minute of light adaptation to the conditions
about to be used, preceeded the readings.

Each test object il-

lumination was predetermined with each surround

1

s

illumination,

the highest of
except that the lowest of each was not used with

8.

the other.

His findings ere as follows:

(l)

When the surrou.ds

were brighter than the test-ob.iects visual seuity
prorres s ively

decrersed with increasing size of surrounds,

(2)

When the sur-

rounds were dimmer then the test-object visual acuity progress-

ive]^ increased with increasing size of surrounds, end
(5) When
the surrounds and test-objects were of ecmel brightness,

in-

crersing the size of the surrounds had no consistent effect on
scuity.

He concludes that the explanation of none of these re-

sults can be made on the be sis of neural inter; etion in the retina because of the

spatial limits of such effects.

The decreas-

ing ac ity occurring when the surrounds are brighter than the

tett-obj ects was explained on the basis of scfttored light, but
in interpretating the improving acuity found when the surrounds
ere dimmer than the test objects recourse must be made to an hy-

pothesis wh-.ch involves interaction on the physiological level.

Dietrich

(1(D)

compared the efficiency of the right half

with the left half of each retina end the two right helves of
the retina with the two left halves in brightness discriminrt ion

by the method of everere error end

a

special photometer.

found the nasal half of each retina was consistently
as,

or more so than the «ther half of the retina.

as

He

efficient

When both eyes

were used there epv-erred to be no tendency for the left halves
or the right helves to be more efficient.

The right halves or

t

the left halves of the retina together are no more efficient than
the right or left half of either retine singly.

Berry

(4)

invest igeted visual aeuitj of vernier, real depth

and stereoscopic tasks under similar conditions,

xhe test ob-

.

9.

jects, two black, cylindrical rods one above the
other in the

median vertical plane, were viewed through apertures such
that
contours other then those of the rods were minimized.

The sub-

jects under the vernier condition were required to
judge whether
the bottom rod was to the right or left of the upper one;

second condition (reel depth)

in the

the response was back or front.

The third condition (stereoscopic depth;, in which two sets of

vernier displecement was presented to one eye and the opposite
to the other,

elso required a beck or front judgment.

of constant stimuli was used.

The method

Each rod subtended 107" in width

and 1 27' 7" in height of visual angle and were presented over
range of 3.6" to 891" of visual arc.

a

He concluded that for ver-

tical seperetions of more than 155" between the test objects

vernier and rerl or stereoscopic depth acuity heve

a

simple re-

lation, end that depth acuity is slightly less than twice ss

good

as

vernier.

For the smeller vertical separations the re-

lation is more complex, and vernier acuity
types of depth acuity.

is

superior to both

Heal depth acuity and stereoscopic acuity

obtained by presenting ecual and opposite vernier displacements
to each eye by means of right angle prisms are qualit etively the
s erne

Fry (16) investigated the relation of the configuration of
a

brightness contrast border to its visibility using the follow-

ing conditions:
(5)

(1)

long straight borders, (2)

segmented borders,

,-nd (4)

wevy borders.

circuls r borders,

The subject fixated

an image projected inside four dots on en opaque glass in

tern slide projector.

He found that the width of

e

e

lan-

rectangle

10.

does not affect the threshold until the
width is reduced to

size comparable to the diameter of

source.

The effect is

a

blur circle of

a

a

point

reduction in contrast ^at fovea only).

a

By using disks with wavy borders he demonstrated that
the
higher the curvature the higher becomes the threshold.
If the pitch of a right angle saw-tooth border or

border

is fine enough,

the threshold level.

a

wevy

the border appears as a straight edge at

This indicated to rry that the contrast

border mechanisms of the eye and brain are better adapted for
long straight border than for

a

saw-tooth or wavy border.

In another experiment, Fry (14)

investigated the effect ©f

second flash of light on the retina on activity aroused by

a

prior flesh of light.

a

a

He used three arcs each one quarter of an

inch wide and one and one-fourth inches long which were adjacent
to

each other and which could be illuminated independently.
Figure $.

He showed that the activity aroused by

depressed by applying

a

1)

flash of light may be

second flash immediately afterwards to

adjacent areas of the retina.
(

a

His findings, in general, were:

The affect of varying the interval between the two flashes

was found to have an increasingly depressive effect as intensity
was increased up to 150<r.
time from a end a

1

Beyond

1500",

b appears separate in

and he assumed that the depressive affect must

11

begin to decre.se and gradually disappear,

(2)

When intensity

and duration of the flashes was varied
it was found that s decrease in duration corresponded to a
decrease in intensity,
(3)

Varying the distance apart of the stimulated
areas shows

that the depressive effect gradually dies
out as the distance

increases, and (4) Varying the wave length composition
of the
light hcd no affect.

Luckiesh and Moss (31) think
ess is

a

cortical integretionel proc-

responsible for the perception of liminal visual stimuli.

Since details of objects are seldom,

if ever,

recognized

ss

a

result of the stimulation of a single retinal receptor, they believe the visual sensory process involves some kind of inter-

action of various individual neural stimuli.

For convenience

they assume that the cerebral mechanism of this integrations!

process

is

the occipital cortex.

The purpose of their study was

to present qualitative data pertaining to the characteristics ©r

efficiency of this cortical integretional process
of retinal elements involved in seeing

e

as

the number

colorless object of

a

simple geometrical pattern is varied with corresponding changes
in the intensity of stimulation by luminous energy.

The test-objects consisted of two parallel black bars upon
a

white background separated by the width of the bars.

The

con<r

trast between the bars and the background could be readily

changed.

The test-object was rotated at

a

speed above that at

which the elements of the pattern are discernable and the time
allowed for recognizing the object was controlled by stopping
the rotation for brief and accurstely measurable intervals.

The

12.

rotation of the test-object was to provide

e

confusion pattern

which preceeded end followed the brier presentation of the stationary critical stimulus.

The subjects were recuired to report

the position of the bars of the test-object

as

they appeared

during the brief presentation in the stationary phase, involving
a

visual task of resolution of the details by foveal vision. The

conditions of threshold vision were approached by successively

reducing the contrast between the test-object and the background.
The background, for convenience, was considered indefinite
in extent and the energy of the stimulus as expressed in terms of

the energy per unit area subtracted from the visual field by the

darker elements of the test-object.
they termed
a

as

The energy in this case

negative, representing the amount subtracted when

unit area of the test- object elements replaces an equal area

They say

a

conspicuous characteristic of

the negative energy curve for

a

brightness

of the white field.

is

that the energy is

a

level of 204 Lamberts

minimum when the size of the test-object
They

subtends & angle of approximately 1.5' of visual angle.

found an increase in negative energy reouired for the visibility
of objects less then 1.5*

and say that is due largely to the

blurring of the retinal image

as

a

chromatic and spherical abberation.

result of diffraction and

They conclude, in addition,

that the small number of cones included in the image of

a

smell

object and their irregular spacing may seriously distort the

pattern of the test-object.

These factors become insignificant

in the case of much larger objects.

In the experimental procedure, the area and the intensity

13

of the stimuli were veried over wide ranges in
such

thct the test-object was always at threshold.

manner

Thus,

it was pos-

sible to vary both the number of functional retinal
elements end

their relation to stimulus intensity without eltering
the state
of retinal adaptation.

They feel this assumption of the retinal

adaptation appears to be justifiable notwithstanding the variations of brightness in the test-object.

At one extreme of size

the bars of the test-object are small and black in comparison

with the indefinitely large area of the surround.

the other

At

extreme of size, the contrast is low, that is, the brightness

difference between the test-object and background
end eventually indistinguishable.

is

unimportant

A comparison of uhe time re-

quired for significant changes to occur

retinal adaptation

in

and the duration of the fixationel pauses provides additional

proof of the constancy of the retinal adaptation for the various photometric characteristics of the test-object.

The conclusions they drew about energy is that although the

difference is not the same for all sizes of test-objects, it

is

nearly so in view of the wide range in number of retinal elements
involved in the images of the different objects.

Actually the

energy difference increases less than three fold for

f

ten fold

increase in the width of the elements of the test-object, or for
a

one hundred fold increase in area. Such

to them;

(1)

a

variation indicates

that the integrational process for objects of

ple pattern is

a

highly efficient one, and

(2)

a

sim-

that the effic-

iency of the process decreases somewhat with an increase in the
size of the retinal image of the test-object.

In general, it

14.

may be assumed that the mtegret ionel process,
retinal Jm*g e

is

increased,

is

less efficient

Ra
fit

*».

the

of the

the higher bright-

ness level.
Another factor effecting visual aeuitj end contour
processs es
is

the vaaeularity of the eye itself.

It is Imown feat thrombo-

sis of the retinal artery, with resultant
hemorrhages in the retina results

in loss of vision.

Josephson (26) in his study with

subjects having normal eyes did not find it possible to
materially

alter vision except by the "make" and "break" (The restructuring
of ions

wtou,u

moved.)

of the current applied to the cornea, due to the rich

-he current is first

vascularity of the eye.

applied and again

as

it is

re-

However, he found it possible in many

cases to check vision end cre?te

sensation of "blackness" by

a

pressing upon the Carotid arteries.

In crses in which the vision

end the vascularity of the eye were materially altered by disease,

gross chenges in vision associated with parallel changes in the
size of vessels of the eye-grounds h;ve been

de:..~ns

trated.

xhey

were induced by galvanisation -- negative galvanic current causing
dilation of the vessels with marked, improvement in vision, rnd

positive galvanic

diminished vision.

c-

rrent causing constriction of the vessels with
He found it possible to improve vision (ab-

normal cases) or to reduce it almost to the

by nutns of galvanic stimulation.

paxitt of

blindness,

He felt that this offered

proof of the qualitative dependence of the sensation of vision

upon the vascularity of the eye.

A number of cases were re orted

with rayidlv failing vision, who by means of galvanxc stimulation

15.

were restored to

,

useful level *f sight and maintained
there

for long periods of time by this therapy.

Since test-objects with contours have been
used to tea*
visual acuity we can assume that the mechanism
for contour processes is essentially the seme, as the operation
used to investigate each process is one of examining the differential
visual

threshold, however, other factors influence the
perception of
contour.

That field- forces also hare an efiect

is

well known and

have to be taken into consideration in any discussion
of contour
nro cesses.

16.

The Relationship of Field-forces to Contour
Processes

Brown and Voth

(7)

claim tkat three limiting conditions for

the field are possible:
R)

(a)

when the combined restraining forces

are greater than the combined cohesive forces

when the combined forces of the two kinds

8 re

(^C),

equal, and

v

(b)
c)

whan

the combined restraining forces tre less than the
combined cohesive f ield- forces

Thus, Brown and Voth say the first condition

.

describes chaos, and such phenomena as tutokinetic movement occur;
the second describes stability;

and in the third predictable move-

ment occurs.

Orbison (35)
concept

of f ield- forces

metrical figures
is

reported an experiment designed to test this

as

.

He says that; "In order to treat geo-

vector-fields of cohesive field-forces, it

necessary to suppose certain relations between the field-

forces and the properties of the object's stimulus pattern.

if

two objects are brought into the visual field, they will immed-

iately be acted upon by cohesive and restrainxng field- forces

whose magnitudes ere functions of the physical properties _f the
ob ject'

s st

imulus patoem". lp.55, To illustrate this see fig. 2- A.

The positions of cohesive equilibrium are dashed lines in the

form of circles within the larger circle and having its center.
If another circle,

whose diameter

is

less then the radius of the

larger circle, is introduced into this field so that it lies between the center end periphery it will appear to be bulged out
in the direction of the periphery of the larger circle and squeezed
in on the side of the center.

However, when the center of the

smaller circle coincides with the center of the larger circle,
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no distortion of its circumference is
apparent

As

a

further

illustration see fig. 2-B.
Figure

A

B

Dashed lines to the sides of the angle show the positions
of cohesive equilibrium.

When the light intensity of the figure

was decreased relative to the field, the subjects reported

greater distortion than
the

v/hen the figure and the

a

field were of

sane intensity.

Orbison contends that the results show that shape is deter-

mined by the total situation, and also, that where the total sit
uation

is

ordered into

a

vector-field, it is possible to predict

the shape which an object will have in

a

given total situation.

Thus, he feels that the vector-field concept has been demonstra-

ted to apply to stable configurations

as

well as to motion phen-

omena and that the results further confirm the hypothesis that
the optic cortex functions as

Voth, 7)

.

a

vector-field (after Brown and

Orbison concludes that the empirical determinations

of the relationship between the field-forces and the physical
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variables used offers the possibility
of

a

methodical treatment

similar position,

concluding that con-

of the values of visual spsce.

Hartley (1) takes

>

tour has meant two things:
shape."

"Edge, bound,ry or gradient,

and also

Both, to him imply coordinate activity
in the neural

mechanism of

a

nature that is not predicted by

tion of nerve impulses through

a

a

random conduc-

system of synaptic connections

viewed as an aggregate of independently characterized
junctures.
To him the only coordinating influence now
recognized as

contain-

ing adequate potentialities is

a

field.

If the contour is vague and broad as when one part of the

field shades off gradually into the other, the shape of either
is

41)

indefinite.

For these reasons, Rubin (reported in Woodworth,

called contour formative of shape, as "shape producing".

6
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Conto ur

_es

Shape Producing:

Woodworth (41) says; "when,
field is divided by the

cntour

as

is

so

commonly the esse, the

into figure

,

nd ground, the con-

tour shapes the figure only, the ground
renrin.ng shapeless. The
tendency of c.untour is to exert its effect
up„n the enclosed figure, tin o is, upon what may be celled the
c.ncrve aide of contour
It

exeHs

its

forming influence inward rather than outward",
(p.

Koffke (28)

says; "Briefly, then

hypothesis thrt the contour bounda
gating itself as

a

a

v/e

propose

as

i

tentative

figure rather then segre-

line from the rest of the surfaces, because

this is the better, the more stable organization",
(p. 152;

Gibson (22) points out that form has many meanings; that
shape,

figure structure, pattern, order, arrangement, configur-

ation, plan, outline, contours

tinct meanings,

are similar terms without dis-

A definition of whet is perceived is necessary

before the problem of how men 8nd anime]s perceive iorm can be
solved.

He criticized past experiments on uhe ground that they

used lines to represent forms when they are really only abstract
concepts of forms.

A criticism directed against lines to repre-

sent solid forms

th; t

only one.

is

He proposes

lines have two edges while the f~rm have

th; t

there are three general meanings of

the term form (dealing only with those

associated wiuh or derived

the substentirl shape of an object

from physical objects):

(1;

in three dimensions,

the projection of the object on

(2)

a

flat

surf fee (by light from the object, or by drawing, or through the

operation of geometrical construction) and

(3)

the abstract

geometrical form composed of imaginary lines, planes, or families
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or families of them".

Outline-form stands for something to the observer.

To

demonstrate this he presented ten subjects with simple
outlines
on eards, for example, en arrow, an oval, a
trapezoid,

etc. end

says that; "At no time did sny observer describe
anything like

black deposits or marks or traces on

a

white surface.

All the

terms and phrases used fell into three other classes:
angles, geometrical figures,

surfaces".

lines and

and solid objects with physical

He concludes that the primary task of the psycholo-

gist "is to isolate the invariant properties in visual stimulation which ere in psychophysical correspondence with constant

phenomenal objects".

According to his proposed definitions only

solid forms and surface forms are realities.

All other are rep-

resentations which the perceiver takes to stand for realities.

These necessitate

special theory of picture perception. "Geo-

a

metrical forms, both plane and solid, are abstractions which
cannot even be represented, strictly speaking, but can only be

specified by symbols."

If his definitions

are accepted, the

concept, form

-

will vanish.

To explain visual Gestelten, he saysj "we have

in

-

general

as

held by the Gestalt theorists

studied only the disembodied varieties of furm

—

ije.,

ghost

shapes -- which ere ambiguous representations or equivocal symbols,

and which consequently yield fluid, variable, ur incon-

sistent percepts".
To arrive at an understanding of form he says; "At least

three separate levels of theory will be reouired:

theory of how we perceive the surfaces of objects

first,

—

a

a

theory
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of slant-shape, or in older words, of shcpe

-

constancy; second,

theory of how we perceive representations,
picture, and diagrams; and third, s theory of how we apprehend
a

symbols.

Devel-

opment of these three theories will cause the
category "form
perception", in psychology to evaporate as well as

-

the efforts

to show what happens

in the brain when one perceives form

-

in -

general.
It is now apparent that we must go beyond the retina
to ac-

count for the sensation of vision.
of after-images makes such

a

demand.

For example, an explanation
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The Relationship of Flgurel After-Effects
to Contour P rocesses

iftt^gn

When

ere present, Br rtley (1)

S8ys;

-»

chPJlgeg

in latency with tee t-ob,iects in the central
field of vision are

dependent not unon the effect of sprtiel summation
but upon the
fret that the edges or contours fell successively

on sense-cells

of chaagiitg character as area is incrersed, end
that the edges

become further

f

nd further separated*1

*

(p. 254)

that the lrtency of the

i

building processes as

criticrl factor.

e

f ter- image

This indie; tes

depends upon the contour-

Gibson (19) reported rn experiment

in

which the subjects

wore prisms which displaced the visuel world 15° to the right.
Straight lines observed and felt simultaneously were reported
as curved.

On removal of the prisms, the visuel world epperred

curved in the opposite direction.

The edept* tion and the nega-

tive ef t er- ima; e are of the seme magnitude, the inference being

that for the perceptual process
is

decrease in curvrture -- left,

equivrlent to an increrse in curvfture to the right,

ture edeptrtion
fs

a

i

uurvs-

nd rfter-effect occurs fur kinesthetic as well

The evidence seems to mdicete that

for visuel perception.

the negative ef ter- effect of curvrture is fairly closely limited
to t

ie

specific rrec of the visuel field occupied previously by

the stimulus line.

If

e

number of curved lines in

fixated,

edeptetion and after-effect

duced in

e

number of direct ons

of the visuel field.

Also

s

cm

e

group ere

be correspondingly in-

imult rneous ly in different perts

the negetive efuer-effect of curveture

shows itself in the corresponding eree of the other eye when unlj
one hes undergone stimulation;

the effect is less, however,

in
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the unused than in the stimulated eye.

Ciibson draws

the con-

clusion that, "the process involved in
curvature adaptation;

Whatever its nature may be, must take place not in
the sense organ but at or subseouent to rn early stage
of the central nrocess".

He continues that the fact of curvature
adaptation end

after-effect has seme relation to the ouestion of
whether or nut
we can derive an explanation for
of local signs.

specific spatif
points.

fom

perception from the concept

He hypothesizes thst every retinal poxnt has
1

i

value which differentiates it from ell other

The experience of form,

due to the building up of

a

line, for example, would be

unique pattern of locrl signs in the

course of experience, which in the end comes to mean

According to this hypothesis,
locrl sipns corresponding to

line.

change in particular patera of

a
a

a

perticul; r line cuuld be effected

only by experience -- since experience
the pattern has been made to cohere.

is

only agent by which

t,he

Howev; r,

from the stand-

point of this theory, nothing, under the condiLions of the experiment, could have happened during the period which could be ex-

pected to alter the local signs,

m

sign hypothesis is not

presented;
of lines

"chere

is

however, even though the local

itself edeourte

t:o

explain the facts

justification lor assuming that perception

defends upon

a

conf i uration in a single homogeneous

field of stresses in the cerebral cortex (Kohler and Wallrch view,
29)

the configuration being wholly determined by the tendency of

the forces within the conducting system to reach an equilibrium,
and therefore in part unpredictable from

aroused it.

!

timulus conditions which
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Edridge-Green (11) reports that if an eight inch square
of
black cardboard is pieced on a wall of colored paper
end fixated
with one eye (held as immovable es possible) from a
distance of

six feet under normal daylight, portions of the colors of
the

wallpaper will appear to detach themselves from the wallpaper
and
move with

slow spiral motion into the black ares until the

a

whole black area has completely disappeared and the surface being covered with

wallpaper.

place

a

mixture of colors similar to those on the

a

One can even make a color disappear.

piece of red paper l^n square on

a

For example,

piece of yellow-green

cardboard and the yellow-green surface will invade the red until

only the yellow-green surface

is

seen.

He said if the reader

fails to observe this phenomena, to reduce the light in the room
and it should occur es it has for everyone he has had try it.

However, the present writer tried the effect of
of very high contrast to

appear except for
a

a

s

black circle

tan wallpaper and had the circle dis-

portion of the border that appetred to have

a

greatly enhanced brightness, like viev/ing an eclipse of the

sun.

He found that when the eye was fixated

circle away that

a

a

diameter of the

very brilliant pale yellow after-image, the

same size as the circle, occurred.

This was so intense that de-

tails in the pattern of the wellpaper cuuld be seen v/hich were
not visible on the wallpaper outside this area.

Hartley

(2)

says the mechanism which underlies brightness

enhancement is the same one that underlies cortical "driving".

Driving

is

a

form of effect of visual stimulation upon the cort-

ical alpha rhythm,

a

component of the well-knwwn electroenceph-
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slogrem (EEG)

Peripheral stimulation will evoke an observable

.

change in the electrical record obtained from
the cortex (termed
the specific response). This response has
two pronounced components, the first consists of one or more alpha
waves ettributeble
to the elements responsible for the alpha
rhythm.

Thus one com-

ponent of this specific response consists of oae or
more alpha
waves, in

continuous cortical record which up to that time was

a

nearly devoid of such waves.

Whe re alpha waves ere already pres-

ent, this aspect of the response may consist in an alpha wave
out

of phase with those present, or

a

shift in the time of onset of

the succeeding train of alpha waves or it may combine with the

alpha activity already present, resulting in

plitude or

a com,

lexifying of the record.

a

reduction in am-

»'here

peripheral stim-

ulation succeeds in establishing its own train of alpha waves,
it is said to 'drive'

the cortex.

der limited conditions.

However, this occurs only un-

These include the factors governing the

activity- rest cycle of the elements in the circuits which produce
the alpha waves.

The period of this alpha cycle was found to be

the measure of the frequency at which any single parallel circuit

from the periphery to the center could be activated.

Rapidly re-

peated stimuli to be effective, must reorganize cortical activity.
This involves the alternation of response principle.

Pulses de-

livered at rates higher than the alpha rhythm succeed in producing the small responses.

Other circuits must be available if

any response is to occur when successive stimuli follow each other
too closely.

Where trains of such stimuli succeed in driving the

cortex, successive pulses must activate alternate circuits in
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turn.

Since there is

a

limit in the number of circuits in
the

pathway, individual pulses will be able to
activate only
tion of the total,

rather than the total,

Ss

a

fac-

would be the case

when the timing is delayed long enough to allow all
units to recover between each stimulation. These results were
worked out by

neurophysiology al technicues, for light pulses

to the retina as

well as electrical stimuletion to the stub of the optic nerve
in

experimental animals.

It was, Hartley said,

"no surprise that

perceptual results as manifested in brightness enhancement, tallied in principle with what was f^und in neurological experiments,

although

a

number of comparptive aspects of the matter have yet

to be investigated, such as the conditions which produce the var-

ious sizes of cortical response.

weak stimulation,

is

it

As no

driving occurs with very

expected that weak intermittent visual

stimulation will fail to produce brightness enhancement"

.

Kohler and Wallach (29) postulate non-neural electrical field
processes in the visual cortex.

These processes "satiate" the

medium in the immediate neighborhood of the cortical representation of

e

figure inspected over

ing the medium for

a

a

prolonged period, thus modify-

subseruent test figure.

They believe that

some region of the central nervous system must be conceived of as
a

quasi-homogeneous volume of tissue through which electrical cur-

rents can flow.

Their assumption is that

energy is available in such

a

a

"standing" (potential)

volume of quasi-homogeneous tissues.

The arrival of the pattern of impulses representing the figure
serves to disrupt the balance and sets up

a

flow of direct currant

This takes the shortest path, which lies about the contours of
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infection figure, end

the

in doing so gradually increases
the

resistance of the tissues through which it
flows.
in

This results

gradient of satiation (increasing resistences)
ebout the
contour of the inspection figure, which persists
even rfter the
test figure is removed. The flow of current
representing a suba

sequent test-figure will necessarily detour about heavily
sati-

ated regions of the medium, giving rise to siz© and
displacement

phenomena and, although not

es

clear, brightness and distance

effects.

For en example of this displacement fixate Figure
13"

from the eye, for forty seconds.

3- a at x,

Now, when two smell white

squares (Figure S-B) are substituted the left hand test square

will appear smaller then the right hand one, end will also ap-

pear displaced away from the cross, its borders appearing paler
and it mey also seem farther awey in three-dimens ionel space.

Figure

'3.

A

Osgood and Heyer (37) heve offered

B
a

re interpre tetiai

of

figural after-effects in the light of Marshall and Talbot's theo
of vision.

It is known that corresponding retinal points for th

two eyes project to the same cortical aree.

But the continuous

movement of the eyes (physiological nystagmus) further enlarges
the neurel region excited by a fine line or contour.

The nature
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of the eye muscular system makes
perfect fixation impossible,

for between 10-100 times
in 2'

second there are tremors falling with-

«

of arc (4 cones wide),

occur within

4'

(8 cones),

movements as gross

as

30«

about 5 times per second fluctuation

end about once per second there ere
(60 cones;.

It is this movement of the

ocular system that makes possible the resolution
of fine concurs
and continuous vision at all in an adapting,
fatigable system.

Under normal conditions the retinal image
of intensity gradients.

concept with

a

a

projection of

a

a

shifting pattern

This replaces the classical geometrical

statistical one which

hypothesis, "that

is

a

is

the Marshall snd Talbot

fine line, or contour will be

Gaussian distribution of connections symetricel about its axis",

Marshall and Talbot (27) state that it
"hair", 1/60 of

a

is

known that

cone in width can be seen, if it

long, projected on

bright, uniform background.

a

s

fine

150 cones

is

The reason for

this they believe is that; "The neural image plays continuously

over the projection area

at

every synaptic level, bj.ilding grad-

ients and peeks of activation at every edge and line.

Multipli-

cation of the path both increases the reciprocal overlap and refines the mosaic in proportion to the sharper gradients and peaks

produced,

as sand forms

oscillates over &

-

5

sharper peaks than bricks

rows of receptors producing

—
b

a

fine line

center of

gravity through the action of partially shifted overlapping connections"

.

Osgood and Heyer postulate that the on-off fibers carry the
load.

"The more often the intensity change representing the line

or contour passes over end 'on-off

receptor (that is, the nearer
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its locus of response to the
imitial gradient)

quently will it deliver bursts of impulses."

the more fre-

However, since

these bursts of impulses are somewhat
prolonged in time, fibers
situated near such changing gradients will
be in continuous, or

nearly so, activity at rates determined by their
location.

Fol-

lowing the intensity-freouency principle, the
magnitude of the
reaction in on-of f receptors will vary directly
with the'am.unt
«

•

and rate of intensity change.

From this they conclude that the

amount of excitation per unit time in such mechanisms
will also

vary directly with the sharpness of the intensity gradient which
constitutes the line or contour.

The implication is that, with-

in certain lines dependent on irradiation locallv the retina
and

diffusely within the globe of the eye, contour resolution, figural after-effects end related phenomena will very with the sharp

ness of the intensity contrast between figure and gx-ound.
Lashley, Chow and Sernmes (30)

in a recent evaluation of

KOhler's "field theory" present facts from the anatomy of cortical folding, distribution of body fluids (low resistance to

current), and pathology (large tumors and ablations may be present with apparently normal vision) which, in themselves, argue

strongly against this theory.

However,

a

direct experimental

test W8S desired, so they placed gold strips on the visual cor-

tex of several monkeys and embedded several gold pins in the
striate cortex of some other monkeys on the assumption that, if
an electrical field was present due to the stimulation from some

simple visual ppttern, then "insertion of

a

number of conductors

through the cortex should produce permanent local regions of de-
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polarization and establish dominant cortical
currents which would
distort, or prevent the formation of,
continuous figure-currents
by peripheral excitation". Prior to
operation, the monkeys had
been trained on four problems of visual
discrimination.
An im-

mediate postoperative (within
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hours) test for discrimination

habit retention was given and no significant
change in errors w 8 s
found.
In addition, eye movements, orientation,
distance

percep-

tion, extent of the visual field and object
recognition showed
no evidence of being any different from normal
animals.

They admit possible defects in the experiment in that "the
metallic conductors in contact with the tissue would become
polarized, with resultant decrease in conductivity".

The pia, the

tough, dense membrane over the cortex, may block conduction to
the metallic strips, however, field theory assumes that the cur-

rents can be picked up from the scalp and therefore readily tra-

verse both the pia and skull.

They conclude that the obsence of

demonstrable visual disturbances is evidence against the theory.
There is also evidence £5,
ters the perception of contours.

8)

that the learning process al-
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The Effect of Learning on Contour Processes

Hebb (23) says that; "The congenitally blind
patient after
operation at first sees any figure as an amorphous
mass, but may
be able with effort to count its corner; the
perception is
then

alternately of the whole and of its parts.

as

the figure becomes

distinctive whole, there

is

still the same fluctuation of the

figure-ground relationship

—

attention directed now to the whole,

a

now to its parts", (p. 99)

He also reports Riesen'

s

(1947)

ob-

servations that chimpanzees reared in darkness were unable to

discriminate the white-clad attendant from the rest of the en-

vironment even after 40-50 hours visual experience and strong

motivation due to hunger and the desire to cling to the attendant.
In further tests,

a

dozen trials with

a

strong electric shock

failed to create any avoidance whatever in

a

large, distinctive

stimulus object although normal animals (of the same age; learned
a

violent avoidance response after one trial with the painful ob-

ject.

Bruce and Low

(8)

report

a

study on testing central acuity

which has significance for perception as

a

learned response.

They tested 113 naval pre- flight cadets and 30 medical students.

Both groups were retested after eigtt weeks during which the cadets had extensive practice on the identification and recognition
of airplanes and surface craft over both brief and long exposures.
At the retest the cadets demonstrated

a

significant increase in

their ability to perceive the test-object (Ian do It broken circles;

which the medical students did not show.

Next, 116 cadets were

tested for peripheral visual acuity and retested after

a

similar

.
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training period.
ity was found.

In this case no significant increase in abilThe coefficients of correlation for various po-

sitions on the periphery of the retina tested revealed
no indi-

cation that any one position could predict the test score
of the

peripheral test.

They conclude that the development of visusl

acuity is an example of

e

perceptual motor skill, amenable to the

learning process rooted in the effector processes basic to tn

organism in the process of adjusting to the environment.
It is now appprent that the perception of contours pre ef-

fected by many factors, with this in mind we can view the contour
expe riments
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The Contour Experiments

It is known that the apparent size
of on object consider-

ably decreases when it is observed
through

8

pin-hole, and the

apparent distance between the object and
the observer becomes
correspondingly greater. Maier (34) in attempting
to determine
the factors involved in the illusion
studied brightness of the
object, illumination of the room, knowledge
of
the room,

the

size of the pin-hole, the size of the object,
and the disper-

sion of light.

A variable primary light was matched by a
com-

parison light while viewed through

a

series of pin-holes.

The

results showed that the smaller the pin-hole the greater
was
the illusion.

Maier concluded that the decrease in brightness

and the elimination of the environment through the pin-hole are

small factors in the result; but that the "illusion"
due to

a

reduced retinal image on account of

a

is

largely

combination uf

near accomodation with the pin-hole between the object's visual
angle.

However, the above effect

where the image falls on

a

is

limited to the fovea and

larger less homogeneous portion of

the retina, interaction at this level does n.t appear adequate
to
a

account for contours.

small black disk,

A,

For example, Blackowski (1, 1913) used

on a larger white annulus, B, and showed

that the differential brightness threshold between the disk,

and the Annulus, B, decreases

as

A,

the width of the annulus, B,

increases. (See figure 4- A.) This increase in area, he supposed,
is

responsible through

a

summation process.

But contrary to this

idea, Bartley (1) says it is the outer border of the annulus

which affects the threshold, through its influence on the forma-
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Figure 4.

A

B

c

tion of the border between the test-object and the snnulus
which

must emerge before there

is

a

perceived brightness difference be-

tween the two surfaces under comparison.

As a

fluence of area, Fry end Bartley (15) placed

Blackowski's figure. (Figure 4-B)
and the outside diameter of
that the total area (B and

C
C)

a

check on the in-

black ring on

The width of the black band

(annulus) were kept constant so

remained constant and the only fac-

tor vt.ried was the distance of the black ring from A.
a decrease

They found

in the threshold also and offered the explanation that

the border at the outer edge of B interferes with the establishing of the border at the edge of A, and that the

8 mount

of inter-

ference decreases as the border at the edge of B gets more and
more remote from the edge of

fundamental property of

a

A.

This, they feel, demonstrates a

border, that of preventing activity

from spreading across the retina.

This

action of the border proc-

ess on the threshold disappears after the borders have ceen sep-

arated by rbout

o

4'

of visual angle.

j
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Dittmer

(1)

demons treted this border phenomena in mother

experiment.

He used

a

(smell disk)

end

rger snnulus sround the snuere. vFipure 4-C)

8

1;

square surround around the test-ob.iect

He found thet when the snnulus differs in brightness fr~m
the

souare the resulting border interferes with the formation
of

border around the test-ob.iect.

It is the gradient between the

two surrounds thet causes the interference end it does not mat-

ter which surround is brighter or if the test field itself is.
This

effect has been further demon stn ted with additions! figures

by Fry end Bsrtley (1, pp. 232-254.
Wilcox, in Bsrtley (1), tested visual acui»y with two parallel bfrs on which intensity was vsried.
thf t

as

the

He unexpectedly found

intensity was raised the bars expanded, contrrcted,

and then expanded erain.

From this he assumed tkat vrriations in

subjective width ere the basis for visusl acuity.

Hence the dis-

crepancy between the physicrl end epprrent widths then furnish
me ? sure of the shift in apparent contour.

postulfted

as

a

Irradiation has been

en explanation but bsrtley proposes that if irrad-

iation were ebsent the b

i

rs

would have to be separated

distance before they would be seen as separate.

a

certrin

If the hers so

separated are subjectively widened (irradiation) they will not
actually appear separate.

Fry and Cotb, in hartley (1), experimented with bars of various widths and found that broad and narrow bars do not act alike:

visuel icuity first rfpidly rises, but for the narrow b?rs fells
egein very slowly.

For wide bars,

after the first rapid rise.

it continues

to

etcend slowly

To eccount for this they use the Fry
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end Bartley principle that

threshold border is demonstrably

a

interfered with by the existence of another border
in the vicinity.
Thus bar width itself becomes a critical fcctor
in determining the minimum perceptable interspace between
them.

Binocular effects are apparent in that border contrast
alters the brilliance of sn object seen binoculerly.
if two squares sre equated for brightness,

For example,

then if intensity is

held constant for one eye and varied for the other from

0 to 1

candle per square foot (c/ft)

,

the brightness of the variable

intensity first decreases to

a

certain point and then increases

again and finally reaches
original.

a

brilliance much greater than the

Bartley says this is due

is not the only process

paradox then

is

not

summation but rather

to

the fact that summation

involved and concludes that; "Fechner

s

question of the presence or absence of

a

demonstration of one of the roles played

a

by contour processes".

Fry and Robertson
action reported Benary

(16)
1

s

in

a

discussion of retinal inter-

finding thrt if two gray triangles, (Fig. 5)
Figure 5.
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which are photometrically and geometrically eoual,
ere placed on
the figure of a black cross on a white surround
composed of equal
cross-bars so thet two sides of one triangle fit into
one of the
intersections of the cross arms and the bsse of the other
triangle (B)

rests on the lower side of the cross arm opposite to

the first triangle

than A.

(

A)

,

triangle B will appear more brillient

The parts of the triangle bounded by bleck end white ere

identical in both cases, but white
region of B then

A,

end,

is

more predominant in the

according to the current theories of

simultaneous contrast, the latter should be more brillient.

Ord-

inarily the cross shaped black area including triangle B is seen
as figure and the surrounding white area,
is

seen as ground.

^eluding triangle

A,

Benary asserted thet the perceptual inclusion

of triangle B as part of the figure helps to account for the dif-

ference in brilliance between the

\>wo

triangles.

He definitely

rejected the possibility that differences in the stimulus conditions of the two triangles might affect physiological proces es
at a peripheral level in such a way as to produce the effects

actually obtained.

Liikesell end bentley (16)

considered the pos-

sibility whether "mutual excitatory influences of neighboring
retinal areas" could account for the facts, but they were unable
to determine

There

trie

is one

crucial stimulus factors affecting interaction
difference in the stimulus conditions of the

two triangles not dealt with by the previous authors, which might

affect interaction in a special way.

joined by

a

black and white field.

Each of the triangles is
The two legs face the black

field and the hypotenuse the white field, but the lines dividing

s
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the white field from the black ere constructed
with the legs of

triable A end the hypotenuse

of B.

Fry and Robertson (16) felt

that this factor affects brilliance end that
this effect is ample
to account for Benery's phenomena so they
constructed the follow-

ing experiment.

pettems was designed

A series of

formed when

e

in which the angle (C)

,

redius is rotated from the opposite ends of the In-

verted triangle E, varied from 112.5°- 202.5°.
right trisngles

(

D end

E)

were 3/8", the gap between the two tri-

angles (then beses facing eech other) wes 1/4 "
of the black sectors l"

The legs of the

long.

,

and the radius

(See figure 6.) The distance from

Figure 6.

the eye was 12 u

triangles.

.

A point was fixated midway between the two

The brightness of the field wes set at 1.68 c/ft and

that of the triangle E at 0.79 c/ft.

That of triangel D was

gradually adjusted until the two triangles were seen
in brilliance.

brilliance of E.

The brightness of D is

a

to

be equal

relative measure of the

The fact that the triangle E is seen as more

brilliant when angle

C

is

155 tkam when 180%ccords with Benary'
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findings that triangle B

is

seen more brilliant than triangle

A.

Their results did not furnish clear evidence
that the figureground relationship as alleged by previous investigators

affected

hue

and brilliance.

They conclude that the effects presented as

evidence of this relationship may be attributed in some
cases to

motor adjustment of the eyes end in other cases to factors
which
were neglected in the stimulus conditions. They continue that;
"In certain cases of color assimiletion and filling in of afterimages we have found subjective changes in color which were not

correlated with changes in the stimulus conditions because these
were kept constant, but they were correlated with changes in perceptual configuration.

These changes in color, however, have not

been proved to result from the changes in configuration."
Helson end Fehrer, in Bartley (1), in

presented

t

a

study where objects

echistoscopically were first seen as dim patches of

light before any definite form was recognized, found that as the

interval of exposure was lengthened definite form emerged showing,

that contour is also a function of time.

Werner (39) in his classical studies on contour, presented
t

achistoscopically

a

black disk 15

ram

in diameter followed by

si

ring 20 mm in diameter whose inner border was the same as for the
disk. (See Figure 7.) He found that if there is

Figure 7.

e

sufficiently
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rapid rate of succession,
disappear.
I'he

(

120<r - 240(Tpause)

When the sequence

explanation offered

is

is

the black disk will

reversed only the disk was seen.

that when the disk is presented first

but is followed very soon by the ring, the border of the
disk has
not had time to form and the ring develops as

disk ever having been seen.

had time

to

e

ring without the

If the inner border of the ring has

develop before the presentation of the disk, this

event, by changing the Illumination within the ring, inhibits the

condition for its continuance, especially under the depressive
influence of the outer contour of the ring.

(black and white)

If figure and ground

are reversed the basic phenomena does n^t change.

In the optimum time limit only the white ring can be seen, the

white disk having completely disappeared.

Angular and irregular

figures yield the same resultc although latency varies slightly.
If the black disk is succeeded by a half ring instead of the full

ring, the following is usually observed.

In the optimum interval

that part of the disk which fits into the half ring will be ab-

sorbed.

On the other hand, the semi-disk which has

not,

fitted

into the ring will appear increasingly dark from the inside out

towards its unframed edge.
In another study (40) where the disk was presented strobo-

stereoscopic ally to one eye and the ring to the other the disk
disappears.

If the order of succession is reversed so that the

ring appears as the first member of the pair, the disk does not

disappear within the limits of time in the experiments mentioned
above,

tteversel of figure and ground had no effect here either.

He reported the disappearance of the disk when succeeded by the
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ring can be observed whether both figures
are seen binocularly,

one figure is presented io the right end
the other to the

or,

left eye.

This suggests that higher centers ere involved
for

the observer's attitude played an imporusnt
role

or reducing the effect intentionally.
is that;

The explanation offered

Every visual object, even when it

(1)

ultaneously in all its parts, it built up by
process which, as
and (2) Such

cause of

a

a

a

process, has

a

enhancing

a

is

presented sim-

psychophysical

certain temporal duration,

construction comes into existance normally be-

psychophysical difference in relation t« the sur-

rounding field; the figure is conceived from uhe point of the

strongest psychophysical difference -- cuntour.

Because of

this, when some optical object is disturbed in such a way that
as

a

result of certain conditioning factors, contour cannot be

formed, then this optical stimulus becomes psychophysically in-

effective.

Thus the process of forming the contour of

will be used in building up che ring.

is

ture of the black disk is also lacking,
is

presented first, it

is

disk

A separate and specific

percei uion of the contour of the disk is absent.

factor uf greatest tension (contour)

a

lacking,

Since this
the ootal pic-

nowever, when the ring

already in the first stage of devel-

opment which permits the contour of the disk to be established
as

a

separate figuration and the whole disk will be seen.

Beck

(3)

theorizing in

a

different manner stated that; "For

the case of vision, deviations' from three assumptions predict

that a subject can manipulate area-brightness sequences number

wise".

The assumptions are:

(1)

any change in stimulation that
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is

just psychologically

effective must produce

in muscular activity, (2)

a

constat change

in the secmence of transformations
(op-

tical, photochemical, neural, etc.)

from stimulus to response no

transformation alters the preceeding

t

ransf brmations

transformations operate collectively linearly.

,

(3)

unknown

He says that with

these assumptions psychologists can contribute
to the mathematical theory for vision in that the threshold
response is treated
as

a

set of product functions operating on the essential
vari-

ables of the threshold visual stimulus,
as

Just how such phenomena

after-images v/ould be treated was not explained.

Booth

(5)

visual theory.

would incorporate the principle of relativity into
He said that vision is dependent on

a

combination

of time, velocity and distance; omit one and vision disappears.

We estimate distance by the length of time required to move, at
certain velocity, from one of its extremes to the other.

Booth(5)

uses the example that if three persons, one myopic, one hyperopic,
end one normal, all look at one thing
ere different in size.

,

the three retinal images

Since the judgment of distance depends

upon the size of the retinal image, the estimates of these three
observers must vary.
experience.

He concludes that agreement is learned by

The value of these two theories needs to be estab-

lished by emperical means.

Fry (13) commenting on Meyer's (1922) suggestion that border
contrast compensates for the ill defined border of the retinal
image and thus "subserves the important biological function of

sharply outlining seen object", says that to prove this hypothesis it is necessary to demonstrate that

a

graded stimulus can
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yield a visual Image with

a

distinct border because border-

contrast, as ordinarily conceived,

is

held to be contrast at the

border and does not involve the actual
creation of
none exists in the physical stimulus.
A glance at figure I'

a

border where

in appendix II will show that if
the

disk is rotating above flicker, the
distribution of physical intensity along the diameter would be graded
from the widest part
of the figure out to the tips.
This should appear as a blurred
white patch in the center of the disk with a zone
of fusion out
to the periphery.

Instead there appears

form, white disk,

an after- image.

surrounded by

a

a

sharply bounded, uni-

halo similar to the halo of

This indicates that border contrast may involve

cresting border where no border exists in the physical stimulus.

Fry says that according to Hering; "The physiological processes underlying bo rder-cont rest are retinal processes involving
the interaction of retinal areas,"

lation set up by
about

a

a

i.e.,

"a process of assimi-

stimulus in one part of ohe retina bringing

process of dissimilation of the same apparatus in neigh-

boring parts of the same retina".

Then he states the Rollet and

MacDougall view that the interaction takes place between the
retino-cerebrel elements, that contrast is due "to the inhibitory
action of

a

given cortical visual process upon the visual proc-

esses in neighboring regions"

.

They supposed that such inhibition

is due to drainage of neural energy from the less

the more active regions.

active into

MacDougall supposed that the more in-

tensely stimulated cerebro- retinal elements drain away to themselves (by their central connections) the energy from the less

)
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intensely stimulated.

Fry says that "both enhancement and in-

hibition involve perhaps the interaction of the
re tino- cerebral
elements, but as to the nature of this interaction
we have, it
seems, no means of investigation". He concludes
that border-

contrast confirms Meyer's hypothesis

-chat

borde r- contra s t may

compensate for the ill defined border of the retinal image
which
is the result of the
As

inevitable irradiation of light.

long ago as 1865, Ernst Mach (32, 33) offered

a

mathe-

matic^explanation for the phenomena of contour along with experimental evidence which he felt verified his theoretical contentions.

We were concerned with re testing this old concept

which is being used in visual theorizing today (21, 41). Mach (32)
said:

"it may seem surprising that in addition

t

intensity, the

second differential Quotient of intensity, but not the first
di/dx, di/dy, seems to influence the sensations of brightness.

We scarcely notice

a

regular and continuous rise in the intens-

ity of illumination of

ection x,

—

that there is

a

surface,

—

for instance, in the dir-

and special devices are necessary to convince one
a

Call the horizontal direction x, and the

rise.

distance as regards depth of a point on the illuminated surfrce
r;

the di/dx and dr/dx2 are parallel.

This expression, whicn ©f

course is only to be understood symbolically, means that we heve
the representation of

a

cylindrical surface with vertical gen-

eratrix end plane horizontal directrix r=f(x), of which the second differential quotients dV/dx* I curvature) are parallel to the
first

—

the rise in intensity of illumination."

(

pp .219-220 .
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When we let y,f(x) be the equation of
read et

a

a

plane curve we can

glence the course of the values of dy/dx on
the curve,

for they are determined by its slope

(

m

and the eyes give us,

;

)

likewise, qualitative informrtion concerning the
values of dV/dx*
for they are characterized by the curvature. When
the second

derivative is zero and the acceleration of
is positive on one

other,

a

a

point along the curve

side of this zero point snd negative on the

point of inflection

crosses its tangent.

is

present, the point where the curve

Mach (32) pointed out that the question

naturally arises why we cannot arrive et an immediate conclusion
concerning the values dy/dx1, dy/drf etc

wer

is

.

,

and said that the ans-

that what we see are not the differential coefficients,

which are an intellectual affair, but, only the direction of the
curve elements, and the declination of the direction of one curve
elements from that of another.

second derivative, Mach used

a

To demonstrate the effect of the

rectangular figure, similar to

The brightness gradient is from A to B.

figure 8.

When several

Figure 8.

of these rectangles were mounted in succession on
roteted,

a

bright line was formed at

<*

end

a

dark line et

The points which correspond to the indentations
ically brighter than the neighboring points.

cylinder and

a

o\

are not phys-

Mach'

s

explanation
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that their light intensity exceeds
the mean light intensity
of the immediately adjacent points while
on the other hand, the
light intensity at £ falls short of the
mean intensity of the
is

adjacent parts.

He claims to hcve demonstrated tkif with
other

figures; the phenomena being known as the "Mach
rings",

worth (41)

in discussing Mach'

s

point of view says

a

Wood-

ptrt of the

field is prominent in proportion as its brightness differs
from
the mean brightness of the immediately surrounding field.

contour is thus

a

relatively abrupt change of gradient in either

brightness or color and belongs in the same clasp
contrast.

A

as

msrginal

He holds that contrast enhances contour and makes the

outlines of objects more distinct than they are in the retinsl
image itself.

Woodworth maintains that not only peripheral fac-

tors like contrast but central factors as well, enhance end

complete contour.
a

This is illustrated by

dot in the center.

(See figure 9.)

a

circular bend with

If these pre cut in half

Figure 9.

vertically and separated by approximately the length of the radius of the band,

uhe

subject tends to see

a

line form fccross the

ends of the bands and where the dot was cut in he If .

says this is often called

a

"tied impge" and

is

a

Woodworth

centrel addi-

tion to the retinal imago.
i

According to Gibson (21)

the principle seems to be thtt a
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visual margin or border

is given in experience by either

in the level of luminous

after Bartley)

or by

nous intensity

u

a

intensity (a steep microgradient

a

step

—

step in the second differential of lumi-

change in the rate of change).

These two se em

to be equivalent as types of ordinal stimulation.

The retina re-

sponds to an abrupt change of change as readily

f

to abrupt change.

as

r responds

Abruptness seems to be the critical condition.

Gibson says that perhaps the function of the retina has been

misconceived in developing the theory that it responds to light
rays

end their directions.

It seems to respond to gradients end

their differentials instead.

probably to be conceived

as

He continues that, "the retina is
an organ of the body which is sensi-

tive to grades of light, not points of light."

Fry

(17)

hypothesizes that much of brightness contrast borr

ders depend upon interaction between retino-cortical pathways.
It is assumed that at any level in one of the pathways from the

retina to the brain, the frequency of impulses is the variable

which is the counterpart of brightness in the introspective world
and the counterpart of retinal illuminance in the physical world.
One can edentify

a

given pathway as associated with

ion of the retina and speak of

a

given reg-

distribution of frequencies in

the retino-cortical pathways in the
of illuminance on the retina.

a

s

rme sense

as

a

distribution

Two different types of mechanisms

of interaction must be involved;

(1)

Inhibition

—

which reduces

the frequency of impulses transmitted through the retina both at
the point in question and in adjacent regions, the effect waning
as

the distance increases., (2) Frequency- equalizing mechanism
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which makes adjacent pathways respond at
about the same frequency (but not necessary in synchronization)
so as to wash out
minor differences in brightness across the
field of
view.

At

brightness contrast borders, the mechanism
either washes out the
impression of the border entirely, ,r tends to
make the fields
on both sides of the border uniform up to
the border.

mechanism is assumed at

polar cells).

a

The first

very low level (only receptor end bi-

At a higher level the frequency equalization

mechanism involving interaction at synapse:

imposes further mod-

ifications upon the Impulse frequencies in the retino-cort ical

pathways.

(This would be duplicated at each synapse at which in-

teraction can occur.)
The evidence accumulated in recent years supports an electrical mechanism of inhibition, where the elec.ricd potentials

between the retina and the back surface of the eye generated by
the response of the retina to light exert an inhibitory influ-

ence upon the response of the ganglion cells at the point of the

retina in question and in adjacent regions also.

However, the

bipolar response which precedes may be the one primarily affected.
Granit, in Fry (17), has recently shown that the freauency of the

ganglion cell response recorded with

hanced or inhibited by causing

a

a

micro-electrode ctn be en-

galvanic current to flow through

the eyeball.

Fry says that although the Msch rings are usually demonstrated with rotating disks, they can also be demonstrated with sta-

tionary test-objects.

When figure 10- A

is

placed in the aperture of

a

projection

.
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lantern and projected upon an opal glass
on one end of a box and
viewed through an artificial pupil (2mm.)
at the other end of the
box, it is possible to produce a
distribution of intensity at
various points along the horizontal diameter

of the retincl image

of the test-object such as illustrated in
figure 11.

Figure 10.

A.

Mach Bends

B. Ogive Gradient

Fry says the striking thing about the appearance of

ohis

type of stimulus pattern is that bright Mach bands are seen
at
la)

and (b)

and dark ones at (c)

and

(

d)

.

Figure 11.

Visual Angle

/0

Impulses

per
Second

Photons

Distance*

(

x'

2

J

from the center of the image (mm).

The bright and derk Mach bands

cm

be accounted for by the

peaks and depressions in the frequency distribution.
A further consecuence of the hypothesis is that the inhibi
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tion mechanism in the retina accentuates
the "contrast" et a

brightness contrast border.
the transition across

8

Fry seys that "no matter how sharp

brightness contrast border may be, the

distribution of illuminance on the retina

is

graded becaure of

the abberrations of the eye and other factors such
as the rapid,

fine oscillations of the eye which add zo the blurredness.

This

condition of blurredness can be accentuated by starting out
with
a

blurred border in the stimulus pattern presented to the eye.

By substituting figure 10-B in place of figure 10-A,
with

a

a

shadow

blurred edge can be produced which gives en ogive distri-

bution of retinal illumination

(I)

as

shown in figure 12.

Figure 12.

Visual Angle

Impulses

per
Second

Photons

Distance (x

1

)

from the center of the image (mm).

If the degree of blurredness is small, the subject sees

a

sharp contrast border separating the two halves of the test-ob.je
and each half appears to be uniformly bright up to the border.
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Although the mechanism of inhibition
sharpens the contrast, it
is necessary in addition to
postulate . freouency equalizing mechanism, which smoothes out the
frequency differences on each side
of the border, tnd which determines
at what point the border
will
be located.

When the blurredness

is

increased, (by varying the amount

of light with crossed polaroids in the
pG th of the beam)

border breaks down and the distribution
At one

is

perceived

as

the sharp

graded.

stage the observer can see broad bright and dark
bands

corresponding to the peak

(a)

and the depression (b)

in the fre-

quency district ion.
In summary then, Fry concludes that stimulation at ?ny given

point of the retina sets up an electrical field in which the po-

tential difference between the front end back of the reoina

gradually decreases
increases.

as

the distance from the point of stimulation

The potentials produced at any given point due to

the stimulation of

a

number of surrounding points are additive.

The potential at any given point reduces the frequency of im-

pulses transmitted through the retina
a

at

that poirio, resulting in

modification of the distribution of frequencies in the retino-

cortical pathways.

The freouency- equalizing mechanism operates

at a higher level in the

re

tino-cortical pathways to equalize

the frequencies in adjacent pathways except at contrart borders;
at such borders

the mechanism tends

to smooth out the frequen-

cies on the two sides of the border.

The impetus to the present problem was gxven

ley o

recent

lecture the writer heard, in which the professor pointed out that
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if

i

figure similar to

(

A)

in appendix I was rotated, the
obser-

ver would see two bands of different gray
rather than . gradient.
The contour, which Separated these two
bands, occurred
at the

points of inflection on the curves bounding
the figure, while this
figure waa
rotation.
As no immediate explanation was
found
for this phenomena the writer decided to make
an experimental test

m

to see if this centaur was limited to said
points of inflection

or was merely an artifact.

investigation.

We may now consider the experimental
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The Ex^erimentrl Inves tiff t ion

:

54.

The Problem

The purpose of this experiment is to
see if the perception
of contour varies

in

systematic w*y in relation to the grad-

ient generated by the stimulus.

following hypotheses:

function of

a

(l)

More specifically, to test the

if the formation of contour is

a

change in the rate of change (the second differ-

ential of luminous intensity)

Mach (33) contends, then

a

boundary should occur through the points of inflection on

a

as

etrical figure bounded by the recuisite curves;

(2)

sym-

Reversal of

figure and ground should have no if feet on this boundery;

(3)

A

boundary will not be generated along curves thet do not possess
a

point of inflection.

During the course of experimentation it

became apparent that three experiments were required to adequate
ly te^t the above assumptions.

They are reported in the order

performed.

Experiment
Apparatus

I

A color mixer, vibrator tachometer, plastic ruler,

one 200 Watt end two 100 Watt lamps, photometer, dark room,

end

the stimulus figures described end illustrated in appendix I.

A dark room was used to maintain

a

constant luminous intensity.

Due to the smell size of the room the subject could sit only

four feet from the mixer, however,

a

perception of the disk did not change
the distance used (four feet).

pre- test showed the
a

t

the

few feet either side of

The line of regard was approx-

imately normal to the surfece of the disk.

The luminous intens-

ity level of the room was raised to a level well above threshold
for cones -- a 200 Watt overhead lamp was used. This cast
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shadows on the disk so two

leaps (100 ffatt erch) were intro-

sir^e

duced, two feet in front and one foot to
erch side 01 the mixer
to produce
shadow free surfece. The stilus disk
was elweys

presented in motion, either
(c.f.f.)

or rt

below criticel fusion frequency

.lust

hlgk rrte of rotr.tion.

The exnerimenter stood

in front of the mixer wnile chenging disks,
preventing the sub-

fining

ject from

view of the figure which might bias the re-

port of his perception of it.

To further safeguard sgeinst biased

results, the order of presentation fur the eight figures
was rrndomized, both for the order of figure presentation end
rotation

frequency (one helf of the tnels be.en at

low rete and in-

s

creased to maximum s^eed, for the other half the order was reversed)

This was

.

s

c

complishcd by representing on

condition, 16 in all,
quency.

e

box end drrwn until 80 trirls

This provided 10 crisis for eech figure.

criticel figures
ies,

/.

end

A'

o

contour must be seen ft

the points of inflection eech time for 20 triels.

Subjects

is

The order of

shown in teble 1.

Three younr mele edults (undergreduetes of the Univers-

:

itv of Mess achus etts) with "normel" vision.

whether they required gles^es or not,

as to

The

eppeered 20 times throughout the ser-

thus, to sustein hypothesis 1,

presentation

crrd erch

for figure presentation end rotation fre-

These were sheken in

were essigned.

e

An inouirv wes mede
to

which they replied

in the negative.

Procedure

structions
"

The subject was seated rnd given the following in-

;

:

v ou rre

to

view the disk on the color mixer snd describe

d

d
i

i

d
i

i
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Table 1.
The order of presentation for the stimulus figures.

1

2

3

a

s

A' i

Ai

Cd

Ad

7

B

Q

m

Cd

Bd

Dd

Bi

A*

fi

1.

D

2.

Dd

B'd

Ci

P'i

Cd

B'i

Ai

A'

D'

Ad

3.

Cd

Pi

A'd

Bi

B i

Bd

Dd

C'd

P'

Ci

4.

Ci

B'd

Dd

Bd

C'd

B'd

Ad

C'l

A'

P' i

5.

B'i

Ai

Bi

Cd

A'

CI

C'd

Pi

Bi

Dd

6.

B'i

D'd

A'l

C'd

Ad

D'

Bd

A'd

B'd

Cd

7.

Ci

Pi

Ai

Ci

A'

B'd

Bi

Ci

A'

8.

Pd

P'd

Ai

P'd

Pi

Ad

Ci
Ci

P'

B'i

Bd

!

i

1

d

|

*

The prime sign indicates the reversal of figure and ground,

the figure being white in this case, with

smell
(

d)

a

K

i)

indicates incrersing

re te of

decreasing rate of rotation.

a

black ground.

The

rotation and the small
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what you see.

place

as

Next, you .re to report any ch.-n,es
that take

vrry the speed of rotation.

I

and keep your body posture

rs

Fixate only on the disk

constant rs possible."

The disks Wtrt presented accerdiag to
the order established
in tfble 1.
The subjects were /riven a short brerk
after each 10

trials due to the intense summer beat plus the
heat generated by
400 Vattfl of luminous energy confined to
Bmall dark
room.

Results^
is

The pereentage of the trials where

indicrted

m

table 2.

The mean distance from the center of the

disk of reported contours

is

Epch subject reported
A rnd

A'

9/16"

to 3 11/16".

a

indie/ ted in table 3.

center circle of black or white; for

respectively, whose diameter varied over

from the center of the disk.

range of 5

was increased or decreased.

Each point lies

They also reported

appeared to expend or contract slightly

at

a

This was generated by the four po inns that

form the bases of the tips of the figure.

peared

contour was reported

as

1 12/16"

this circle

thi t

the rate of rotation

The point of greatest brightness ap-

this boundary, with the central area b^ing slightly

less white or black as the case may be.

Beyond this circle ap-

peared another circle less well defined in nearly every case when
However, only the first subject reported

the figure was black.

second contour for

minate results in
the ten trials.
C

and D.

(B)
thr t

Subjec

.

a

,s

a

two and three reported indeter-

contour was reported for only

4 second contour was

a

part of

reported in every case for

When figure and ground were reversed, with the figure

white, the results were indeterminate, with

ported for everv case with figures A',

B'

,

a

C,

steady gradient reand

D'

•

In-
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Trble 2.
The percentage of trials where

e

contour was reported excluding

the center circle formed by the paints at the btse of
the tips
of the figure.

A

A'

B

Bi

c

c

D

D«

Sublect
i

100%

20%

100%

0%

100)0

0%

100%

30%'

100%

10%

80%

10%

100%

0%

100$

10%

100%

30%

70%

20%

100%

0%

100%

30%

Sub j e c t
2

Subj ect
3

.
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Table 5.

The mean distance of reported contours from
the center of
the disk not including the center circle
generated by the points
forming the base of the figure.

A

B

A'

B»

1

Subject
i

2

'

/c

'

u

3

71

'

V

Subject

•

ft

D

* * /if"
it

Subject
'

G

D'
*£>

77

1"
1 cc

The indeteminf te sign indicates that

for only

a

fraction of the trials,

a

a

contour was reported

gradient being reported for

the remainder of the trials.

*#

The arrow indicates that

for each trial.

a

continuous gradient was reported

:

.
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creasing or decreasing the speed of r.p.m. had
little effect on
this contour.
An rttempt was mede to measure the rotation
rata
with a tachometer out the friction drag was so
great that the

mixer was nearly stalled,

nov/ever, when the reading was

approx-

imated before the mixer slowed it was evident that the
rotation
rate was not

a

critical factor above c.f.f., the subjects report-

ing the contour over

a

wide ran,

of rotation freouencies.

e

The luminous intensity was measured with
at the target and at the subject's eye.

from

a

photometer, both

a

This Was found to range

constant 30 foot-candles at the subject's eye

to an average

of 1B0- foot- candles at the target for the bleck figures and 210

for the white figures
Another result which wts noted was the appearance of color

when the black figure disks were rot; ting over

below end slightly above c.f.f.

ren^e slightly

Each subject reported this as

bright bluish-green band which ran
ter circle like

a

f

a

round the border of the cen-

small flame radiating from this border.
E xperiment II

Appara tus

:

The apparatus was the same as for Experiment

I

except

that the tachometer was omitted and only one 100 Watt lamp was
The stimulus figures

used to supply luminous energy.

as

illus-

trated in appendix II were used.
Sub j ec t

Two young adult males

(

undergradu tes of the University

of Massachusetts) with "normal" vision.

?

The same inruiry

as

to

whether the subjects required glasses or not was mede as in Experiment I.

Procedure:

The subjects were seated, one at

a

time,

about four

.
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feet from the color mixer.

ment

I

were used.

The same instructions rs for Experi-

Erch figure

wt

s

presented for 10 trials with en

ascending and descending order for rotrtion
rate.

(This was to

determine if the report for ten successive trials
with
figure
which possessed points of inflections would correspond
to the results for erch figure in the randomized order
of Experiment I.)
The luminous intensity wes verged by having the
subject move
one of the 100 Wrtt lamp a in front of the disk until
the disk
at its best

definition for him.

A short break was given

wafl

before

as

with erch series of 10 trials to reduce fatigue.
Results:

The amount of luminous intensity did not appear

critical factor, for as long

as

to

be

t

some light reached the target the

affects of the different disks could be observed.

(This intensity

level was below the level of the photometer used to measure it.;
B'oth subjects

reported what appeared to

be

another contour

in the gradient of nrry out from the white circle in figure E'

This was reported to occur over

from the center ef the disk.

contour did not appear.
jects reported

a

from the center.

a

ran, e

of 1 b/l6"

When the figure

(E)

-

1

was black, this

When figure F was presented,

gray band formed l/b" wide,

1

13/16

The first subject also reported

12/16"

a

t^oth
-

sub-

1 14/16"

second con-

tour for F' which was not reported by the decond subject. Another
result noted was that

ection on figure
occurred at

a

0'

a

contour was formed at the change of dir-

but not on G where the figure

is

1

This

reported 2 9/16" from the center which coincides

with the distance of the indentation from the center.
and H

black.

Figures H

are reperted as five bands of gray of vrrying brightness.

r

j

:

;.
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The reverse! of figure end ground
hed no apparent effect, the
bends being reported at the srme distance
for either ease.
The
mern distances from the center of the disk
of contours reported
&re indicated in table 4.

The

Uek

of inflection

of consistent results for figures
possessing points

m

Experiments

I end il

made

e

third experiment

nece s s cry

Experiment III
Anprrstus;

The srme apparatus

m

cept the stimulus figures shown
ere unicme with respect
•aefa

to

til

for Experiment II was used ex-

rs

appendix III.

These figures

prior figures, in thrt the tips of

figure possess two points of inflection slong esch boundrry.

The reason for this is that if Mach rings ere caused by changes
in the second differential of luminous intensity then

should occur et two successively marked chenges

e

contour

in the second

dif f erentiel.
Sub

ect

One experienced observer (Dr. Feldmen of the Psychology

Department of the University of Mes s achusetts

. )

was used, who wes

familisr with observetion of color mixers.
F o c e du re

The subject was seated at eppruximetely four feet from

the color mixer, rs was the ease with the subjects in the previous

experiments.

The initiel line of regerd wes rpnroximetely normal

to the surface of the disk.

Figure

I

wes set in mwtion on the mixer

while screened from the subject's view.

subject end he wes instructed to

re, ort

jects in the previous experiments.

This wfs presented to the

whet he sew es were the sub-

The rete of rotetion was varied

up end down severe! tunes, while the subject varied the luminous in-

tensity by mov inn the lamp and changing his line of regerd. Figure

I

«
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Table 4.

The mean distance from the center of boundaries
generated by
figures E, E' , F, F"
G, G' , H end H»
,

Subject

.

1.

E

E

1

?»

G'

«

1st .

Qovroo/i

I'*

*

/4

d

<

'r

/St

*

/#*

Subject 2.

e-

r-

F

imt.

1%'*

<£"*

2nd.

»r;

it*

3rd.

»

C,

G

'

H

H'

*"*
1%;

i£* <x*
^

«•

*

*

*

ifc"*!?***

4th.

5th -

1

r-

-

Indicates

a

reading that was constant throughout the ten trials.
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wss removed, screened from the
subject's view while not in motion,
and figure J was set in motion on
the mixer.
The revolution of
the disk end the luminous intensity
wes varied as before. This

procedure was repeated for figures

I«

and J'.

Re3UltSi

In no crse > were contours other then
the circle generated by the points which comprise the bcse
of the figure, re-

ported.

The subject was then shown the stimulus
figures end it
was ascertained tfcat he wes not aware
tkat two poxnts
of in-

flection were present along the boundary of the tips
of the figures.
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Discussion end Co n clusions

When one inspects the curves bounding the
figures in Anoendix I, he will note that the aeceleratien
of each is
different.

The acceleration ef A an*

first decreases (tricing

A'

from the base of the figure to the tip)
until it
at rest (at the point of inflection)

tip of the figure.
b'

is

a

«

point

momentarily

xs

and then increr.es out lo the

The rate of change along the curves ef B
and

constant because the function

acceleration is present.

is

linear rnd no change in

The aecalerfttlen for

ingly negative snd for D and

D«

it is

G

rnd u'

is

increas-

increasingly positive.

significance of the results reported for this investigation

The
is

that the rate of acceleration aleng the curve had little effect
on

the

th.-t

contour reported,

where

by referring to table

contour is re..ortea, it

a

for each figure.

is

3,

one will note

ft nearly the seme plrce

To occur at the points of inflection this con-

tour would luve to lie

2 9/16"

from the center of the disk.

Thus

the results from experiment

I

of inflection embedded in

e

randomized order of presentation do

not supoort hyp othesis

.

function of

a

rt the

1)

If the formation of contour is

a

change in the rate of change (the second different!

of luminous intensity)

occur

^

for the figures possessing points

points of

as

Mach (33) contends, then

mf ±eo u a._n

by the requisite curves.

on

r

£

si

contour should

symetricrl figure bounded

The results from experiment il where the

figures were presented for ten consecutive trials do not prssesa
8

contour

at the

points of inflection in experiment ill make it nec-

essary to reject the first hypothesis.
The reversal of figure end ground hed

t

marked effect except
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with figures H and
only

!

(appendix II).

When the figure wss black,

black circle in the center of the disk was
seen with very
little grey surrounding it. However, when the
figure was
a

white,

white circle waa seen surrounded by en increasing
gradient of
gray out to the periphery of the disk. With figure G'
the white
,
figure, e contour was formed fit the indentation of
s

the tips of

the figure; when the figure was blrck

K

G)

this did not appear.

This contour end the ones formed through the midpoints of
the

horizontal elements of figures H end
lend any support to Mach's claim of
in curves.

H'
a

ere the only ones that

contour et cbrupt changes

However, the reversal of figure and ground has

very marked effect that has to be accounted for.
ures H and H

!

Only with fig-

was the effect essentially the same after

sal of figure and ground.

a

a

rever-

The contours were formed at the mid-

point of the horizontal elements in the figure.

These were con-

stant for the ten trials and for the reversal of figure snd

ground.

Thus, the second hypothesis (Reversal of figure and

ground should have no effect on the contour.) will have to be
limited to these two cases.
a

An explanation may be that there

is

more abrupt chenge in stimulrtion due to the sharp, right angle
Another factor which may cruse the contour nearest the

corners.

the periphery (one inch)

to be

seen is that the figure is one-

half an inch wide clear out to the periphery where in the other
cases the figure runs out to

break in the stimulation.

a

point.

This mey cause

a

m&rked

Whereas the tips of the other figures

are so small in area as the periphery is approached that they do

not have

a

reaction time letency long enough to reech threshold
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end be perceived.

The results with the Fry (13) figure
(E')
to void the third hypothesis (A
boundary will

along curves thet do not possess

8

eione is enough

Mt

be generated

point of inflection.)

Here

the circle is generated by the points which
form the base of the

figure es in the previous cases, however, the
curve falls off in
a smooth arc to the center of
the disk.
An sbrupt change is not

present yet

a

well defined contour is perceived.

A well defined

contour is perceived at high rotation rates at tne
indentations
on

G'

but not on G.

There is
results

a

possible source of error which could effect the

the disk in some cases might not be centered, this

could cause the points forming the base of the figure to appear
as

a

line.

band and would also throw the points of inflection out of
Also in these experiments an artificial pupil was not

used on the assumption thet if uhe marked changes in the intensity gradient produced contours, these should be apparent to the

whole retina.

Fry (17) used

a

2mm artificial pupil in his ex-

periment explaining the Mack rings.
in intensity to

e

This restricted the changes

homogeneous region of the retina (fovez).

the present experiment,

the

intensity of illumination

sed over inhomogeneous regions of the retina as well.

is

In

disper-

This would

greatly reduce the frequency of impulses, changes in which Fry
contends indicate where Mach bands will be seen.
Thet the frequency of impulses
the fact thet Fechner

figures.

1

s

is

a

factor in apparent from

colors were seen on the disks with black

These are usually demonstrated by two other disks (42).
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a

When disk A is rotated clockwise under the illumination of
very bright light, the following phenumene occurs; at a)
&
(

sensation of red is perceived, 8t
is more

15B)
s

.

(b)

a

sensation of blue.

strikingly illustrated by rotating Bedlam'

When this disk

is

in rotation

(4-5

s

disk (figure

times per second)

counterclockwise direction, the inner segments tske on

yellow coloration

find

direction of rotation

the outer segments appear blue.
is

This

a

in

reddish-

When the

reversed, the colors are reversed, with

blue in towards the center.

The explanation, Zoethout (42)

says,

lies in the latencies of the cones to stimulation by the primary

wave bands which make up white light (red, green end blue).

As

the white section of the disk advances on the unstimulated por-

tion of the retina (occupied previously by the black portion of
the disk)

,

the time of stimulction by this white ere corresponds

to the latency period of the

red receptors, i.e.,

it is of just

sufficient duration to cause the red receptors to fire end cause
8

sensation of redness.

This

is

mixed with red produces yellow.
is felt cs

followed by green, which when
Then finelly the blue sensation

the effect of stimulation begins to die out.

In the

present experiment the affect of blue-green occurred only for
short interval above c.f.f.

a

Above this interval, white was per-

69

ceived.

The gray bend formed when the figure was
bl 8 ck wes then

due to enough black being present under the
tips to interrupt the
effect of stimuletion by the white ground.
As the are* of black

under the tips decrecsed, then the effect of stimuletion
by the
white area became greet enough to inhibit the leek of

stimuletion

by the black, causing the affect of white only to be
perceived.
This would account for the contours being formed in figure
H.

E-

nough bleck must heve been present out to the periphery of the
disk to interrupt stimuletion due to the white eree end thus ceuse
e

sensation of greyness.
It is concluded from this experiment that:

(1)

Contours

were not formed et the points of inflection elong the tips of the
stimulus figures even though this is

intensity gradient

—

e

marked change in luminous

whe^-e the ecceleretion of this gredient is

momentarily zero, while changing from negative to positive acceleration.

(2)

The reversal of figure and ground results in

shift in stimulation from
side of the disk, to

e

e

strong intermittent one at the out-

steady stimulation by the white eree in

the center of the figure,

surrounded by

a

reletively weak inter-

mittent stimuletion due to the white tips of the figure.

would cause

e

a

This

very marked change in the frequencies of impulses

in the retino- cortical pathways which Fry says ere the basis for

the Mech rings.

meke

a

Here Bert ley's concept of cortical driving would

good test of the impulse frequency theory.

The alpha

rhythm should be altered when the Mech bands are present.

(3)

cannot generalize from these results where an artificial pupil
was omitted to ceses where only

a

homogeneous retinal field is

One
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stimulated by use of an artificial pupil.

Here contour may

occur at the points of inflection while not in the
former cjse
due to retinsl intersction in an area which includes
sn inhom-

ogeneous region of sense cells.
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Summary
The literature relating to various factors effecting
con-

tour processes wss reviewed.

This experiment was designed to

test the concept that contours are due to changes in
the second

differential of luminous intensity.

Contours were not demon-

strated at points of inflection, which are marked changes in the
second differential of luminous intensity where acceleration is

momentarily zero and changes from negative to positive.

M

ex-

planation wss offered on the basis of intensity of intermittent
stimulation.
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Appendix I.

78.

A word about the construction of the
figures

is

necessary

here.

The original plan was to equate each figure
for area and
one half the area of the ground, while
keeping the radii constant
for all. This would stimulate the seme area
of the retina each
time.
Thus the variation in the curves bounding each
figure

would be the only variable.
was

8

It soon became apparent that this

next to impossible task, so on the suggestion of Prof. Weg-

ner (Mathematics Department) the figures were laid out with

a

compass, using the same radii and the same points for the base
»f
the figure.

Only figures

to one half of the ground.

figures D, D

When arcs of

A', B, B<

A,

are equal in area and equal

Figures C,C

are slightly larger,

and

rre slightly smaller than the first two figures.

1

a

circle are used in the construction, the point of

inflection can easily be set at the midpoint of curved rides of
the figure.

These arcs have the same radius

are laid out by bisecting

a

gs the

circle end

line drawn from each corner of the

base to the apex of the tips.

Arcs can then be laid out from

these points to provide centers for the arcs which bound the figure.

For figures C,

C

f

and D, D'

twice the radius of the circle.

the radius of ohe curve is

79

80

Appendix II.

82.

Figures E, E'

Appendix

I in the

,

F, F'

and G, G'

,

following manner.

were modified from those in

For figures E and E» two of

the tips were knitted and the curves
drawn in towards the center
in the shape of a cusp.
This was to reproduce Fry's (13) fig-

ure as closely as possible.

The four points which formed the base

of the tips in the previous figures are retained here as
the wid-

est parts of the figure.

In figures F and F'

two tips were omit-

ted also and arcs cut away in the form of half circles.

The

abrupt points here correspond to the base of the figures in Ap-

pendix

I.

In figures G and G

1 3/16"

from the periphery.

(B, B')

otherwise.

1

and indentation was cut which fell

This figure is the same as figure

Figures H and

H'

were constructed with abrupt

90 changes to see what effect this would have.

83.

Appendix III.

86.

Figures

I,

I';

J,

ji

have the seme bes e

es

the previous

figures, however, they were constructed to possess two
points
of inflection.
is

In figures J end

J'

only one side of the tip

bounded by the curve with the double inflection.

The other

side was left straight to see if this would counteract in pny

way the effect uf the curve with the double inflection..
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1

J

J'
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